CMLHS LIVES UP TO EXPECTATION

Marziah Ramli

26 April 2012. CMLHS was on high when Ezihaslinda Ngah and Hafizoah Kassim grabbed the women’s double crown in Badminton Tournament hosted by Chemical and Natural Resources Engineering (FKKSA), held from 23 – 26 April at the Sports Complex. The pair stunned the crowd with amazing strokes and defenses since the start and marched on after qualifying for the finals. They walked away with the champion trophy over Civil Engineering and Earth Resources (FKASA) team. Meanwhile, Mohd. Shafeirul Zaman Abd Majid, Saharadin Ramli, Ahmad Kamil Mukhtar and Badrul Naim Abidin teamed up to represent CMLHS for the men’s doubles. They also gave a good contest for the crowd and battled hard in the tournament.

In between, 14 groups took part in Table Tennis Tournament organized by UMP Sports Centre held from 24 – 27 April. It came to an exciting close as CMLHS and FKKSA reached the finals on the last day. CMLHS was represented by a group of mixed players for men and women; both for single and double players. They were, Abdul Kamil Jamaludin, Ahmad Irfan Ilkmal Hisham, Norazazila Mat Salleh, Najjahul Huda Hassan, Ezihaslinda Ngah and Hafizah Kassim.

In the end, the centre came out as the runner-up as FKKSA edged the team at the last moment. Still, it was not upsetting as the players from both teams gave a close fight and delighted the crowds in UMP Sports Complex with their never-say-die attitude. Well done to all and keep up the fighting spirit in you!